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Learn more about

 

1. Lessons from the Little People

Discover how lessons learned from little 

2. Perfectionists Anonymous

Perfection is a myth. We'll explore how and why we believe it and what to do to free ourselves.
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y latest book, The Not Perfect Hat Club. I offer author readings

keynotes focused on helping people of all ages recover from the perfectionist 

creativity to realize their goals. 

The Not Perfect Hat Club (NPHC)  

books and related programs debunk the myth of perfection by harnessing 

multimedia storytelling, creativity and project-based learning to 

teach the whole child. This means giving both students and teachers the 

opportunity to experience and apply social-emotional as well academic skills to 

world projects. In addition, NPHC programs take down the walls of 

classrooms, giving children the opportunity to learn from and collaborate with

around the world. In this way they cultivate empathy, learn to 

appreciate differences, and discover that while no one is perfect, we each have a 

unique and important piece of our collective puzzle to share. 

The Not Perfect Hat Club is based on solid neuroscientific research

shown that children who feel safe, appreciated and encouraged to discover their 

vidual interests and abilities learn more effectively and are better prepared 

to enter the 21st century job market.  Empathy, compassion and creativity are 

innate in our children, but like our capacity for language, which requires 

immersion in a community and practice to develop, must be strenthened

through regular use and encouragement. The Not Perfect Hat Club does just 

that, giving children the tools and opportunities to develop a strong sense of 

self, purpose and belonging. 

arn more about NPHC: http://bit.ly/2azBpfE 

Speaking Topics  

Lessons from the Little People:  Adult-proof your life and reclaim your super powers

iscover how lessons learned from little folk can help adults reclaim their 

Perfectionists Anonymous:  A 12-step Program for Recovering Perfectionists

a myth. We'll explore how and why we believe it and what to do to free ourselves.
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can help adults reclaim their creativity and joy. 

Recovering Perfectionists 
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